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reading and 

writing



The journey to independent reading and writing begins with 
Phonics
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New DFE Guidance for Early Reading and Phonics

Why Little Wandle?  

Excellent training for all staff to ensure consistency

Every aspect of phonics and reading included in a detailed, thorough and

systematic approach

Engaging resources without distracting from the learning,

Comprehensive system for identifying and supporting children requiring

extra help and useful support for parents.  



Phonics
Word Definition

Phoneme The sound

Grapheme The letter representing the sounds

Diagraph Two letters making one sound e.g. sh in sh-i-p/

Trigraph Three letters making one sound e.g. igh in n-igh-t.

Blending The process of using phonics for reading. Children 
identify the phonemes and put them together in 
order to read a word.

Segmenting The process of using phonics for writing. The 
children listen to the whole word and break it 
down into its phonemes. 















Once children have a secure knowledge of a number of
GPC’s (Grapheme Phoneme Correspondences)
and are confidently blending, they will be ready for 
reading books.

Prior to this they will have wordless books which develop
great language skills and teaches children the layout of books
and how to handle books.



Reading
We want children to
love reading

Reading should be 
enjoyable

We want children to read 
for pleasure

Learning to read should be
a positive experience

Reading underpins children’s access to the curriculum 
and clearly impacts on their achievement



Reading
• There are three aspects of reading…..

1. Word Reading

2. Prosody (intonation/ voices)

3. Comprehension          
– Retelling the story

– Predictions

– Inference (feelings and actions of characters)



Sharing a book with your child

Look at the front 
cover…
What can you see?
Who can you see? 
Where are they?
Where do you think 
they are going?
Where do you think 
Biff and Chip are?
Read the title….
What does lost mean?
Have you lost 
anything before?



What can you 
see? 

What is 
happening? 

Where do you 
think teddy is?

How did he get 
there?

How is Kipper 
feeling?

What do you 
think Mummy 
will do next?

Have you been 
upset before?



After 

1. Word Reading
2. Prosody
3. Comprehension          



Children will also bring home a ‘sharing book’ from 
our school library each week.

To become lifelong readers, it is essential that they 
read for pleasure.

Children may not be able to read this book 
independently but these books offer a wealth of 
opportunities for talking about the pictures and 
enjoying the story or information text.

Enjoy the book together and 
foster a love of reading
“pair and share”.

Sharing Book





Writing
Before children can write they need 

to be physically ready!



Gross motor skills



 Young children need to develop the muscles in their 
fingers before they can hold a pencil properly. 

 Young children need to develop the muscles in their 
fingers before they can hold a pencil properly. 



Fine motor skills



We need many skills for writing and 
these are broken down into smaller 

tasks.





Writing Development
Every child develops at a different rate and 
teachers will skilfully support them in their next 
stage of development. 



 Praise your child for ‘play writing’. 

 Write with your child- ‘think out loud’

 Spellings- phonetically spelt. 

 Encourage correct formation of letters and lowercase

 Give your child a purpose for writing:

Send an email to family Write a birthday card

Treasure maps 

Writing labels

writing a shopping list





Thank you for 
coming

Please can you fill in 
our parent 
questionnaire using 
this QR code


